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ABSTRACT

TTIEORY AÌ.ID APPL]CATTO]ü OF ELECTRO}ITC A}TALOG CTTdPUTERS

F,L. Peterson

This thesis deals with a discussion of elernentar"y

analog conputer theony, a d.escription and appr.aisal of
a particular analog computer, and a di-scussfon of cer-
tain problem solu'bions obtained on this comlruter" The

äeath computer has pr"oved to be very usefur in providing
fairly aecurate solutions to a variety of problems. rt
has been shov'¡n that the add.ition of r¡rore ref ined auxiliary
equipment such as tlming devices, force-function geÐorå.-

tors, and a calibr.atfng device for use with an oscillo-
scope wourd substantially increase the flexibility of
the computer"
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I. SCOPE OT- THE THESIS

The term telectronic anarog computerr normalty refers to a

device which *tilizes high-gain d-c roperationalr amplifiers and asso_

cl-ated- components to force the variations r-.f d-c v,:ltages repïesenting

problem variables to obey mathematical reiations analogous to those

of the original problem. In this work, the term ranalog computerr will
refer to such a d.evice.

This thesis dears with a discussion of elementary analog co,opu-

ter theory, a description and appraisal of a particular analog computer,

and a discussion of certain problem solutions obtained on this computer.

II. REMARKS ON é.NALOG COMPUTERS

The operational amplifier was u.sed in computing circu:ts by

G' ,A,. Philbrick as early as 1939 (ph I)1, and since then analos comþureï

techniques have gained extremely wide application. since the second

!Vor1d \Mar, the field has developed so rapidly that the tasi-. of reviewins

tsuch abbreviations in parentheses refer to entries in the
Bibliography.



the literat,ure is of prohibitive magn::tude. It will not be attem.pted here"

A few remarks on the toþic of analog versus digital computation

are appropriate.

It would not be denied that anv problem which can be solved on an

analog computer can be solved rnore accurately on a digital computer.

,\nalog computer solutions with accuracy in the range of one to five

percent are cornmon. FIowever, in much engineering work , system

parameters are not known to an accuracy better than a few pe,rcent, and,

where this is true, a solution of the sarne order of accuracy is usually

ac c eptabl e.

-A rnajor advantage of the analog computer is the rapidity with

which a solution is obtained, V/hen a digital computer is employed,

considerable time may be required for a solution, especially where

differential equations are involved. The analog machine produces a

solution in a matter of seconds. This advantage is even more pronounced

when a survey of soluticns overarange of parameter values is required.

Another, rnore unique advantage of analog computers is inherent

in the very nature of such devices. This is the insight into physical

system behaviour which is afforded, since such behaviour is reflected

in the behaviour of the computer itself. This is in sharp contrast with

the situation when digital techniques are employed, where the step

between problem formulation and problem solution is devoid of signif -

icance to the engineering mind.



CHé.PTER II

ELEMENTARY ¿.NALOG COMPUTER CONCEPTS

As was mentioned in chapter I, an analog computer consists

essentially of high-gain amplifiers and associated components. This

chapter will discuss the basic computing elements and. other necessaïv

equipment, the techniques of designing a computer setup, and some

analog computer accuracy considerations.

I" BASIC COMPUTING ELEMENTS

The General Operational Unit

Figure I shows a general operational unit (but not the most general

unit conceivable). If the gain of the d-c amplifier is extremely high,

then for any value of the output voltage, y, in the linear range of oper-

ation, the voltage at the input grid, which is equal to y /A, is essentially

zero. If infinite gain is assumed, then the output voltage is given by

.Xr X) XY - -2.(--: + ; + "..+ j). (1)'zL zz 1'
Since Ztandthe Z, are, in general, complex impedances (i. e., functions

of the differential operator p = d/ð,t), rr¡alry complex operations in ad.d.ition

to summation and sign inversion can be accomplished.
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Summers

If, in the general

resistive, that is,

and

then the output

circuit of Figure I,page 4, all elements are

zf

zi

voltage, assuming infinite amplifier

R¡

R.-.1 ,

/"\\pt

(3)

gain, is given by

(4)

l)/

I
Xr x)

-nr( =: + -" +* rt1 Ez

Ân
+-)

and the circui.t accomplishes summation, sign inversion, and multi-

plication by a constant. Figure Z, page 4, shows a convenient block

diagram repïesentation of the summing circuit, where

m.
I

Rr/Ri

Integrators

If, in the general circuit

are ïesistive and the feedback

of Figure 1, page 4, the input elements

element is capacitive, that is,

and

Z,
I

zt

t/pc

R.
L

(6)

(7)

gain, is given bythen the output voltage, assuming infinite arnplifier

Y
X

II\+ E-/ '"n

xz
+

n"z
-( t/pc)'( * *

,41
(8)



which is equivalent to

y = _å 
Jr

x1
R,+-'r

-x2
;-+l\2

¡¿ttn

+ =:)dt--n
(e)

This circuit accomplishes summation, sign

Figure 3, page 4, shows a cori.venient block

the integrating circuit, where

inversion, and integration.

diagram representation of

I/F.íC (10)

Diff erentiators

If, in Figure 1, page 4, Zrís resistive and the Zi are capacitive,

the operations of summation, sign inversion, and differentiation may

.l¡e accomplished. However, differentiators are usually avoided since

they tend to be noisy and, often, unstable.

C omplex Operational Computing Units

lf. Zf and the Z, of. Figure I, page 4, are geneïal four-terminal

networks, a wide raTlge of transfer functions becomes available, as was

previously mentioned. Such units are Lrseful since they can reduce the

number of amplifiers necessary in computer setups, and often a single

unit may be used as a direct analogy of a dynamic system.

Comprehensive tables of useful resistor-capacitor networks and

their complex transfer-ímpedances are avåilable in the literature (er f).

t-



Potentiometers

Analog computers norm ally utilize voltage - dividing potentiom ete rs

which can be connected in series with input impedances for the purpose

of multiplication by a constant coefficient less than unitv.

Non-Linear Devices

To extend the usefulness of analog computers, devices are often

incorporated which will perfoïm non-linear operations such as multi-

plication of two variables, generation of an arbitrarv function of a

variable, and representation of phenomena such as stops, constraints,

and backlash.

Multipliers. Many types of multipliers have been devised, including

servo-driven devices, relay devices, multi-grid tube circuits, various

modulation devices, and logarithmic and squaring circuits (Ko l, pp. z5r-

284). Those employing moving rnechanical parts are generally quite

restricted by poor frequency response; most are relatively complicated

and expensive. A new type of multiplier which shows promise is that

making use of the Hall effect in semiconductors such as indium arsenide

(ch 1)"

Function Generators. One successful device for the generation

of a function of a computer variable is the photoformer, in which the



function is generated by forcing the electron beam in a cathode-ray

tubetofollowtheboundary of an opaque mask on the screen. A common

and very simple function generator approximates the function with

straight-line segments by summing the outputs of biased-diode limiter

ci rc uits .

Biased Diodes. The use of biased diodes in conjunction with

s urrl m r-ng

computer

integrating circuits permits the assembly on an analog

of special-purpose function generators for the simulation of

rnany non-linear mechanical phenomerìa (Mo 1).

j\ssociated Circuitry

In addition to the basic computing

analog computer must be equipped with:

elements described above. an

components; control circuits with relays

wiring for the connection of

for the purpose of beginning

computation, halting it and re-setting the problem; metering circuits;

computer voltagesand power supplies for the electronic equipment and

such as initial conditions.

Output Devices

The most cornmon output devices are the cathode-rav oscilloscope

(c. r. o. ), direct-writing magnetic recorders, and servo plotting tables.

The frequencv res-ponse of the c. r. o. does not restrict computer

andf or

time-scale factors. This device is useful for dísplaying solutions when
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a fast time scale and repetitive operation are used,. A reading accuïacy

of 0' 5 percent is attainable when calibrated. reference marks or ,,elec-

tronic graph paper" is incorporated in the display (en Z, p. 6). A

photograph must be taken if a permanent record- is desired.

Direct-inking recorders are capable of bett,er accuracy than that

of the c. r. o., and yield a permanent record direcily. F{owever, their

frequency ïesponse restricts computer speed,s.

II. SET -UP PROCEDUR-ES

No analog computer setup for a particurar problem is unique, and

the investigator has considerable latitud,e in the method-s employed to

arrive at a practicable setup. A typical pïocedure will be ouilined.

Formulation of the problem

Needless to say, the first step is that of formurating a clear,

explicit statement of the problem, including all mathematical relations.

values (or ranges of values) of paramerers, and initial conditions.

S,cale Factors and lv[achine Equations

Assume that the previous step has red.uced. the problem to the

solution of n simultaneous differential equations, the depend.ent variables

being yr, Yz, yn, and the independent variable being t. The analog



computer is to solve an analogorls set of equations, known as

10

machine

equations, in which the dependent variables are the voltages Y,, Y ),-_La

- .. ln-Yrr, and the^dependent variable is real time, î. For convenience, the

differential operator notation will be used-, so that p = C/dt, denotes

differentiation with respect to the problem independent variable, and

P = d/a¡ denotes d-ifferentiation with respect to real time, the computer

independent variable.

The transformation between problem equations and machine

equations is accomplished bv the suitable choice of scale factors

"r, uz' ^ ^'^r 1^ ^'--L that the substitution ofon, atfU U ÞULLI

and

in the problem equations

tions.

The scale factors,

remain within the linear

and yet are large enough

voltages.

d.!.11

/r /r-\p

convenient set of

(11)

(Lz)

machine equa-

vi

p

results in a

"i, should be chosen so

Tanges of the amplifiers

to rninimize percentage

that the voltages Y.

during computation,

errors due to stray

The time-scale factor,

solution; that is, the number

determines the time scale of the

seconds of real time which represent

b,

of
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one unit of the problem independent variable. The choice of the time-

scale factor wil]. depend upon such things as desired. solution time,

quality of integrating capacitors, recorder frequency response, and

amplifier drift.

of course, if the independent variable, L, appears expricitly in

the problem equations, it must be represented by a voltage (machine

variable) T in the computer, and a sui'uable scale factor (not to be

confused with the time-scale factor, b) must be defined.

The intelligeni choice of scale factors is aided by knowledge or

estimates of approximate ranges of variation of the problem variables.

Often, the final choice is the result of a trial-and-error pïocess.

Discussions on ihe choice and manipulation of scale factors are avail

able in the literature (Ko l, pp.30-35; Re 1).

Computer Set-Up and Soiution

The previous step has yielded the machine equations which the

computer must solve. Each of these equations is now solved for the

highest derivative of one of the variables which occurs in the set of

equations. If this is impossible, one or more appropriate equations

may be differentiated to yield the required derivatíve(s).

The design of the computer setup is accomplished by assuming

Lhe availability of the highest derivative of each of the variables, and
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employing integrating circuits for successive integration until all lower

derivatives and the varia'bles themselves are available. Then, making

use of such sign-inverting, surnming, and function-generating circuits

as are required, the highest derivatives are forrned as defined by the

machine equations. These voltages are connected to the appropriate

integrator inputs where they were first assr]fned available.

Vühen the computreï serup is physically laid out as designed and the

correct initial conditions are applied to the outputs of all integrators,

the commencement of computation must result in the variation of each

voltage variable according to the machine equations. Atty desired

voltage may be recorded as a function of time or another voltage vari-

able, and the transformation of scales according to the scale factors

yield,s a solution in terms of the problem variables. This completes

the solution.

Redundant Integrators

Often, special care is required in the formulation of the problem

equations, which usually rnay be expressed in a number of forms. A

set of equations which results in a computer setup requiring rnore

integrators than the number of energy-storing elements in the physical

system may be unsatisfactory. Not only may solution error be in-

creased due to dislocation of equation ïoots, but also an unstable setup
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may result due to the introduction of new roots with positive real parts

(Sc t). Methods of avoiding the use of redundant integrators have been

described (Ot 1; La 1).

Direct Simulation

The general procedure for setting up an analog computer which

is outlined above is essentialJ-y a method of designing a computer setup

to solve a set of equations. In many cases, however, the technique of

direct simulation (La l) may be used, and the system equations need

rÌever be written. The computer circuit is built up by connecting

together various computing units each of which is the analogy of an

element in the physical system. This method eliminates the possibility

of redundant integrators, and has the added advantage that manipulation

of one coefficient potentiometer affects only one system parameter,

which is not in general the case when other methods of designing the

setup are employed.

]II. ACCURACY CONSIDERATIONS

It is useful to have a knowledge of the accuracy to be expected

in an analog computer solution. The solution is subject to errors from

marly sources; some of these errors are discussed below.
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Equation ,A.ccuracy

The values of various constants and parameters in the system

equations are known to only a finite Cegree of accuracy; often, in engi-

neering work, the error in such a value exceeds one percent. Sometirnes

the form of an equation describing a physical process is itself an approxi-

mation, and in many cases equations are simplified to render thern rnore

manageable. Although the computer is not responsible for such errors,

they refJ-ect on the absolute accuracy of the solution. '{n estimate of

the accuracy of the system equations is useful in determining the pro-

posed accuracy of the computer solution; one would not strive fn- l'ì I iror-

cent accuracy when system parameters are known only to five percent.

Effect of Finite Gain and Bandwidth

The ideal transfer functions for computing elements utilizing

high-gain amplifiers were derived assurning infinite gain. If this

approximation is not made, then analysis of the general computing unit

of Figure 1, page 4, restricted to a single input impedance, 2., yields

tlee transfer function

Y/x
zf
L1 \zf/ zL) (13)i

+1
A

where A is the compex gain of the amplifier. -{s long as all significant
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frequency cornponents of X are found below the frequency at which the

reduction in the magnitude of A has rendered (Z¡/Zy+ t) significant,

the approximation mentioned above is justified.

Another appri ach t , the analysis of the effects

and band.width ís}f.f.ected by idealizing the cpen-loop

cf the amplifier.

equation rocts i,r

In this rnanner. the dislocation cf

of ampiifier gain

gain characteristic

charac te ri s tic

the effective changes in equation coefficients can be

evaluated in terms of the amplifier bandwidth and zero-f.requency gain

and the values of computing ccmp:,nenls (tøa t; Do 1).

Computing Components

The input and feedback elements themsÉ?lves are sources of

error. Some of these will be described.

Coefficient Potentiometers. These are subject to calibration and

sm and noise. Solutionloading errors, and may introduce microphon

accuracy will alsc depend on their resolution and stability.

Resistors. Input and f eedback resistors may introduce noise,

calibration errors. and errors due io drift. Permissible resistance

values are restricted by error considerations. If Z, and Z1 ia

equation (13) are resistive, it is seen that Zf/ZI must not be so large

as to be significant compared to A. Also, the gain around a computing
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loop rnust be low enough to ensure stability. In addition, input and

feedbackresistancevalues shouldnot be so low as to overload preceding

amplifiers or the amplifier itself , respectiveLy, or so high as to rnake

Leakage effects significant.

Capacitors. The main departures from ideal behaviour of capaci-

tors are due to leakage and dielectric absorption. Leakage alters the

transfer function of an integrating circuit; Korn gives an expression

for maximurn computing time as a function of leakage resistance and

allowable error (Ko 1, p. 180). Dielectric absorption alters the eff ec -

tive initial condition on an integrator (Do Z).

Stray Voltages

Stray voltages may be very troublesome in analog computers.

They are mainly due to noise pickup, d-c leakage, and arnplifier un-

balance. The latter is caused by grid current and drift, which is the

result of variations in supply voltages, component values, and tube

characteristic s.

The effects of stray voltages are 1,Tragnified when the voltages

appear at integrator inputs.

Equipment Calibration

Inaccurate calibration of such equipment as the metering circuit
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and the recorder \¡/i11, of course, intrÒduce errors into the solution.

(rrm-m l rrr

It has been seen that there are l.I]any sources of erroT' in an

analog computeï. These eïrors can be minimized by good equipment

design and careful operation. Many of the err.ors can be arralyzedl

however, the chief value of a knowledge of error sources is the resulting

insight into the capabitities and limitations of the equipment.



Ci_IAPT ER III

THE HEATH ELECTRONiC ANALOG COMPUTER

A Heath Electronic Analog computer was puïchased by the

Department of Electrical Engineering, university of Manitoba, in

1958. The cornputer was delivered in kit form, and was assembled

by the writer. A photograph of the computer is shown in Figure 4.

In this chapter will be described the components of the Heath

computer, and sorne of their characteristics.

I. POWER SUPPLIES

The amplifier power supply (Mode1 No. ES-z) supplies the fifteen

d-c amplifiers and the function generator. Its rated output is plus

250 volts dc at 250 rna, minus 250 volts dc at 250 rna- rninris 450 volts

dc at 50 ma, 6.3 volts ac at IZ arnp, and 6.3 volts ac at 2.5 arnp. The

dc voltages are regulated by a single 5651 tube, and can be adjusted

over a five-percent range by means of three potentiometers mounted

on the chassis. The power supply filament transformer is supplied. by

a constant-voltage transformer (Model No. ES-401).

D-c reference voltages of plus and minus 100 volts are provided

by the reference po\¡r'er supply (Vtoaet No, ES-50). These voltages are

utilized by the precision voltage-divider in the meter circuit.
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Three initial condit,ion power supply units (Model No. ES-50) in

the computer provide six floating d-c supplies, each of which can

deliver 10 ma and is adjustable from zero to 108 volts.

Power for the operation of the relays is provided by the relay

po\¡/eï supply (Model No. ES-151). An initial voltage suïge assures

rapid, positive relay operation.

II. OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

Fifteen high-gain d-c amplifiers are provided. Their specifi-

cations include the following items: (a) linear operation f rom minus

100 volts to plus 100 volts at loads up tg 10 ma, (b) open-Ioop gain

adjustable between 30,000 and 50,000, (c) iess than one degree phase

shift aL I,200 cps when used as a unity inverter, (d) response flat to

2,000 cps when used as a unity inverter, (e) output impedance less

than 50 ohms, (f) 0.5 mv drift in three minutes, referred to the

summing junction, and (g) noise Iess than Z rnv, referred to the

summing junction. Gain and balance controls are provided, and a

rì.eon bulb indicates overload. The amplifiers are constructed in

electric.lly-shielded chassis, and are mounted at the top-rear of

the computer cabinet to rninîrnize heating effects.
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Frequency Response

An attempt was made to evaluate some of the frequency-response

characteristics of the operational amplifiers. The configuration chosen

was with input and, feed,back resistors of 100k, and the gain control set

approximately at mid-travel (since, with the gain control set for maxi-

rnum gai:n, most of the amplifiers could not be balanced).

With each amplifier it was discovered that, for any sinusoidal

inpuL above approximately 0.1volt rms in magnitude, there existed a

critical frequency at which severe distortion occurred, the output

waveform suddenly becoming triangular in shape. Once such distortion

appeared, the input could be decreased by a factor of ten and the out-

put would remain constant in magnitude and shape.

Since the limitations imposed by this phenomenon are more

severe than those imposed by bandwidth (if, indeed, bandwidth can be

defined in such a situation), the relation between input magnitude and

"critical f requencyrr was investigated. I'igure 5 shows a cuïve relat-

ing the two for a typical amplifíer (see Table V, Appendix, for the

data). Although this information is difficult to apply directly, it does

indicate a general range of I'allowablerr frequency components for

amplifier voltages.
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Linearity

In i,rder to check the linear operat,ing range of the amplifiers,

four '. f them were investigated using inpu'u and feedbacic resistors of

0" 10c Meg and 1.00 Meg, respectively, thus providing a gain f minus

ten. D-c excitation was used. The amplifiers were not identical , but

typical relations between input and rrutput voltages for various load"s

are shown in Figure 6, the lcad being specified by the number cf 100-ir

ccefficient pctent"ometers connected t,- the ,utput. Alth':ugh the

curves are n,lt drawn precisely in the regions of incipient satura'tion,

it was ncted that lj.nearity remained within one percent ur.p to apprcxi-

mateLy 98 percent of the saturaiion veltage.

During these investigations, the amplifier gain crntrors weïe

set at apprcximately mid--travel. However, it was determined that

variation of the gain-control setting did not noticeably affect the limits

of the linear operating rarlge.

It will be noted that, when the operational amplifiers are lightly

loaded, a range of operaticn considerably greater than the specified

range of minus 100 v;:.Its tc plus 100 volts can be utilized.

ALso of interest are the actual values of amplifier output v-ltage

at which the neon lamps begin to glow. .{ check of all fifteen ampli-

fiers revealed values between 130 volts and 1ó6 volts for positive

outputs, and values between -157 volts and -ZI6 volts f or negative
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outputs. It is obvious that these lamps cannot be relied upon to

indicate operation in a non-linear region; indeed, the overload lamp

on an amplifier under moderate load might not glow even when the

amplifier is saturated.

Drif t

No objective investigations of amplifier drift were conducted.

However, during operation it was observed that, after a suitable warm-

up period ("ry, one hour), it was normalLy at least fifteen minutes

after balancing before any unbalance could be detected in amplifiers

having gains of ten or less. Drift (ref erred to the output) increased

as higher gain was demanded, and a tendency toward output instability

developed. In the case of an operational amplifier with input and feed-

back resistors of 0.1 Meg and 15 Meg, respectively (i. e., having a

gain of 150), the output voltage for zero input exhibited moderately

rapid, random excursions ranging from minus 0. L volt to plus 0.1volt.

lMhen the input resistor was replaced by a 10-k resistor (giving a gain

of 1,500), the same phenomenon- was observed, with variations from

minus Z volts to plus Z volts.

III. THE CABINET

The computer cabinet (vtodel No. ES-400) houses all units with

the exception of the function generator.
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All connections to the cabinet front panel are brought to jacks

having three-quarter inch spacing, so that connectors such as General

Radio double plugs may be used. Such connections are available io

(") the input and output of each amplifier, (b) relays, for both normally-

open and normally-closed operation, (.) thirty coefficient potentiometers,

(d) eight diodes, (") the reference power supply, (f) the initial condition

po\¡/er supplies, and (g) two auxiliary Helipot precision potentiometers.

Jacks for function-generator, function-multiplíer, and external connec -

tions are also available on the front panel; they are connected to

Varicon connectors on the rear panel of the computer.

IV. THE METER CIRCUIT

Mounted on the computer front panel, in addition to the components

discussed above, are the meter-circuit components. Included are a

ten-micro-arnpere rneter, a precision voltage-dividing network, and a

switching arrangement allowing the operator to set coefficient potenti-

ometers, balance amplifiers, set initial conditions, adjust amplifier

gains, and read amplifier outputs and external voltages. The reader

is referred to the computer Operational Manual (No. 595-160) published

by the Heath Company for a description of all the various meter-circuit

LlS CS.
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S ettins Coefficient Potentiom eters

Coefficient potentiometers may be set to any value from 0.001

to 0.999. Adjustment is made under load, thus eliminating erïors

due to loading and potentiometer non-linearity.

The adjustment is achieved by setting the three significant coef -

ficient figures on the COEFFICIENT S-ET rotary switches, turning

the meter function switch to POT SET, pushing the appropriate

spring-loaded toggle switch to the right, and adjusting the potentiometer

until a null is observed on the meter.

Setting the COEFFICIENT SET switches adjusts the precision

voltage-dividing network, which presents a constant impedance of

100k to the plus 100 volt reference supply, which feeds it. With the

meter function switch at POT S.ET, the meter becornes a detector

having a high sensitivity to small voltages and a Iesser sensitivity to

larger voltages, and the variable terminal of the dividing network is

connected to one side of this detector. Pushing the spring-loaded

toggle switch to the right connects the ungrounded end of the potenti-

ometer to the plus 100 volt ref erence supply, and the potentiometer

wiper to the other side of the detector. Load connections to the

wiper terminal are not disturbed.
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Balancing Amplifiers

In order to balance an amplifier, the operator turns the meter

function switch to the AMP ZEP.A position, depresses the push-

button switch on the front panel just below the appropriate amplifier,

and adjusts the amplifier balance control until the meter indicaf,es zero.

The AMP ZERO selection results in a merter-circuit configuration

which gives high sensitivity to small voltages and a lesser sensitivity

to larger voltages. Depressing the push-button switch grounds the

amplifier input through a 100-k resistor, connects in a 1-Meg feed-

baci< resistor, and connects the amplifier output to the meter circuit.

The input- and f eedback-resistor values mentioned above are

rather arbitrary, and amplifier balance for other operational configu-

rations is not assured. For exarnple, irnmediately after balancing

an amplifier having input and feedback resistors of 10k and 15 Meg,

respectively, the output for zero input was plus five volts. This

operational amplifier had a gain of I,500, which would be rather

impracticable for analog computer applications. knmediately after

balancing an amplifier having input and f eedback resistors of 100k and

15 Meg, respectiwely (with a resulting gain of 150), the output for

zeTo input was plus one volt. This would be the most extreme case

one would expect to encounter in a computer setup. Since the meter

sensitivity during balancing is, for small deflections, of the sanre

order as the meter sensitivity on the Z-volt range, the operator
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could, in extreme cases, balance the amplifier by grounding the input

resistor and observing the output on the Z-voll range.

V. RELAYS AND R.EP.ETITIVE OSCILLATOR

Two groups of relays, known as the rAr relays and the rBr relays,

are available in the computer. The rA' relays are controlled by the

rA'OP.BRATE switch; the rBr relays are actuatedby therB' OPERATE

switch when the rAr OPERAT.E srvitch is in the ON -oosition.

A repetitive oscillator (l,{ oael No. ES-505) is mounted in the

computer cabinet, and a relay in this unit shunts the 'Ar OPERATE

switch. When the repetitive oscillator is in use, repetitive operation

of therAr andrBr relavs is achievedwith the',A'' andtBr OPERATE

switches in the OFF and ON positions, respectively. The repetition

rate is variable from 0.6 to 6 times per second, perrnitting the

solution to be viewed continuously on the screen of a cathode-ray

o s cillos c op e.

VI. THE T'UNCTION GENERATOR

The function generator (Model No. ES-600) consists of biased-

diode limiter circuits. trMhen used in conjunction with one sign-inverting
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amplifier and one summing amplifier, it will generate aTÌ appïoximation

of a function of an input voltage, with straight-line segments (five for

positive input voltages and five for negative input voltages). Controls

on the case control the break-points and slopes of the segments.

The Operational Manual recornmends a method of adjusting the

function generator whereby a d-c voltmeter is conneÊted to the output

and observed as break-point and slope controls are manipulated at

certain discrete input voltages. This method was found to give poor

results. A very satisfactory method is that of placing on a recorder

a sheet of paper on which the desired function is drawn, connecting

the function-generator output to the recorder, and empirically

adjusting the controls until the function-generator output is correct

for all inputs.

VII. INPUT AND FEEDBACK COMPCNENTS

No input or feedback components were supplied with the computer;

it is up to the operator to procure whatever components are necessary

for a computer setup. It would be desirable to have available a

selection of components which would meet the requirements of rnost

computations. A selection of precision resistors ranging in value

from tOk to lC M"g, and a number of 0. C1-, 0. 1-, and 1-uf capacitors
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would be ^ ^+; ^f^ ^+^-,,Þ 4UtÞr4ç LVr y .

Resistors

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, computing resistors

should be stable and accurately calibrated, and should introduce a

minimum of noise. Most commercially-available precision resistors

are suitable for computing purposes, although, when low values are

used, care should be taken to ensure an adequate power rating. In

the computations performed by the writer, Welwyn deposited-carbon

ori.e-percent precisiOn resiStors were used. Use of rrrore precise

resistors does not seem justified; one may use matched one-percent

resistors when greater accuracy is desired.

C apacitors

Computing capacitors should have very low leakage and dielectric

absorption. Most analog computer authorities recorrrrrrend the use of

capacitors with polystyrene or similar dielectrics; however, such

capacitors are rather exPensive.

It was found that the molded-plastic tubular capacitors with

Mylar dielectric, which have recently become avaiLable, are of accept-

able quality for analog computation. The qualities of a paper-dielectric

capacitor, a Sprague rBlack Beautyt capacitor with Mylar dielectric,

and a polystyrene-dielectric capacitor, all of 1-uf nominal value, were
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colnpared by charging each to an initial voltage and observing the

voLtage decays as functions of time. Readings were taken on a Keithley

Electrometer (Model ZI0) having an input impedance of 1012 oh*",

the meter being connected to a capacitor only when a voltage reading

was to be made. The data are given in Table VI, Appendix.

The voltage on the paper-dielectric capacitor decayed to 30 per-

cent of the iniiial value in 360 seconds, indicating an extrernely

Ieaky capacitor. After 3.4x105 ,..orrd", the voltages on the

polystyrene- and- Mylar-dielectric capacitors were $5.0 percent and

Ç0. 6 percent, respectively, of the initial values. These figures

ind,icate effective leakage resistances of roughly 6xl01Z oh"nu for the

polystyrene-dielectric capacitor and 3x10lZ ohtt " f or the Mylar-

dielectric capacitor. The slight drop in voltage on the latter during

the first few minutes indicates a certain amount of dielectric absorp-

tion, but this does not appear to be of serious proportions.

The writer used a number of 1-uf , 10-percent sprague tBlack

Beautyr capacitors as integratoï feedback elements on the Heath

computer. They were calibrated to f our significant figures at a

frequency of t kc in a Sbhering bridge circuit. A certain arnount of

inconvenj.ence results f rom the use of capacitors with odd values;

ho-wever, this inconvenience is outweighed by economic considerations.



CHAPTER IV

THE POWER-SYSTEM STABILITY PROBLEM

Solutions to two examl:le problems were obtained on the Heath

computer. These problem solutions illustrate not only the technigues

of analog computation, but also the capabilities and limitations of the

Heath machine. This chapter is concerned with the solution of a

problem in the field of power-system stability analysis.

This particular problem has been solved on a Goodyear GEDA

analog computer, and the results have been published (An I). It was

felt that a comparison of a Heath analog computer solution with other

analog computer results as well as the accurate solution would be of

value. The problem involves the computation of s.wing curves showing

the position of the ro'uor of a generator with respect to a rotating refer-

ence axis during, and subsequent to the clearing of, a fault in a system.

Emphasis will be placed on the analog computer solution rather

than on the system analysis.

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The statement of the problem is quoted írom the reference

(an r, pp. z-3)t

A 25-rnva, 60-cycte water-wheel generator delivers Z0 rnw over
a double-circuit transmissíon line to a larse metropolitan svstem
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that may be regarded as an infinite bus. The generating unit, in-
cluding the water wheel, has a kinetic energy of.2.76 mj per mva
at the rated speed. The direct-axis transient reactance of the
generator is 0. 30 per unit. The transmission circuits have negli-
gibie resistances, and each has a reactance of 0.20 per unit on a

- zs-rnva base. The voltage behind transient reactance of the
generator is 1.03 per unit, and the voltage of the metropolitan
system is 1.00 per unit. A three-phase short occurs at the middle
of one transmission circuit and is cleared by the simultaneous
opening of the circuit'breakers at both ends of the line. compute
the swing curve of the generator for clearing times of 0. Z, 0.4,
0.5, 0.6 and 0. ? seconds, and for a sustained fault.

lv{athern atic al Relations

For a synchronous machine connected through reactance to an

infinite bus, with damping and circuit resistance neglected, the swing

equation (Ki 1, p. ZB) is

2l-cM++ = p - ElEzsin6 (14)
crL" X

where $ = dispLacement angle of the rotor with respect to a

rotating reference;

M : machine inertia constant;

P = mechanical input power;

X : total reactance of machine and transrnission line;

E1 = electromotive force of the machine;

EZ : bus voltage; and

t : time.
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-We shall also define

t. : the time at which the fault is cleared' and

t : the critical clearing time, after which systern insta-
cc

bilitv occurs regardless of fault clearance'

In this problem, the per-unit pararneter values were found to lce

Substitutionoftheabovevaluesintoequation(14)andsolution
.?. ^" o-ò ?.^for :-i 

= 
p-6 yields

1tþctï

M : 0.0L46 ,

P : 0.80 ,

I O.4A before the fault
t
IX : ¿ 1. I0 during the fault
\
I
\ O. SO after clearing the fault 

'

El : 1.03 ' 
'

and EZ : 1. 00

pz 6 = 54. B - l?? sin 6 bef ore fault

pZ 6 = 54.8 - 64. I sin6 during fault

(15)

(i 6)

and pz 6 -- 54. B - I41 sin 6 after clearing ( t z)

with the quiescent condition of pz5 = 0 bef ore the f ault, solution of

equation (15) yields the initial condition
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fault occurs.at the moment the

A

qrm/ ì

T

: 0. 316 radians

0.I a

0. o rsrN( )

0. 11,

II.

Scale Factors

DESIGN OT' THE COMPUTER S]ITUP

From the staternent of the problem, it was apparent that a

solution over the range 0 < t < I would be appropriate. A cornputing

time of 1C¡ seconds was chosen, the primary consideration being th-e

frequency response of the Moseley Autograf X-Y Recorder on which

the solution was to be recorded. Choice of other scale factors was

aided, of course, by knowledge of the GEDA solution'

Denoting computer voltage varial¡Ies by capital letters, the

following transformations were chosen:

18. i

6

qrnl l

t

1c6 t

I00sin( ) ;

10t ;

(r s)

(z 0)

(zr)

The problem independent variable, t, must

tirne T, the computer independent variable.

between the two also Yields

not be confused with real

The transformation
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whereP:d/dtand

Machine Equations

10P

o64r srN(O.14)

r4r srN(O. 1À)

(2?\

into equations ( 16)

(23)

(24)

t/0

P

0.5.

5.

¡y I

= d/d,/r.

Substitution of equations (19), (20) ' and (ZZ)

and (17) gives the machine equations

pza

pza

48

4Band

which are valid

r e sp ec tively.

during the fault and subsequent to clearing the fault,

The two equations maY be written as

pza

K ={

5.48 - K SIN(O. la) ,

0.064I , 1< 7e

0.141 , T > Tc.

/r<\

at which the fault occurs, we also

(26)

Choosing t = T = 0 as the moment

have

Ào = A(0) = 3' 16

Computer Layout

Thinking in terms of block diagrarns, tlre cornputer setup of

Figure 7 is a logical configuration for the solution of equation (25)'
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)Examination of this equation reveals that the Iargest value that P"[.

can assume is 19.58, but it is desirable to utilize the full linear ranse

of the amplifiers wherever possible; hence the decision to generate

2.24P-A rather than simply P'A. The proposed setup is quite straight-

forward, the only peculiarities being the generation of the function

SIN(O. 11,) and the instantaneous changing of the sumrning amplifier

gain constant, 4K, at the time 1= Í^.

Function Generator. As mentioned previously (see page 30),

the function generator provides five segments for positive values of

the argument and five for negative values. It was known that Â goes

only slightly negative during a solution, and that this occurs after the

question of stability for a given t. has been answered. FIence, in

the generation of SIN(O.14), it was desired to utitize more than five

segments for positive values of A. This problem was overcorne by

adciing A and a bias voltage -B in a summing circuit, applying the

resulting voltage (B - A) to the function-generator input, and

generating the function F(B - A) : SIN(O. IA).

The output of the function generator is two voltages labeled, on

the computer, F(X)- and F(X) The former is inverted by means

of one computer operational amplifier, and then added to the latter

by another amplifier to give the desired function. \Mith a 10-Meg
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feedback resistor in the output amplifier, the rnaximum voltage

attainablewhengeneratingtheSINEfunctionwasoftheorderof

25 volts; hence, it was decided to generate' instead' the function

0. z SIN(O. IA). (Although chapter III emphasizedthe needfor proper

selection of scale factors, it is often rnoÏ'e convenient, to simply

adjust the gain where necessary)'

Thequestionofwhatconfigurationofstraight-linesegments

bestapproximatestheSINEfunctionarose.Theuseofrnathematical

techniquesofminirniztttgerÏor.wascon.Sidered,butthelabourdid

not seern justified. Instead, the function o. zsiN(O. Ia') and various

erroÏ loci were plotted on graph paper, and segments.were empirically

chosen to give a good approximation' Figure 8 shows the chosen

approximation;nowheredoesitdepartrnorethanthreepercen,tfrom

the desired function.

Simulation of Fault Clearance' Reference to equation (25) and

Figure 7 shows that, at time ,T = Í", the multiplying constant for one

inputofasummingamplifiermustbeincreased.Thiswasaccorl]-

plishedbyusingtworesistorsinseriesfortheinputimpedance,and

shorting one resistot al T= f" by means of a relay"

A cornparator circuit, shown in Figure 9' page 42' was con'-

structedtooperatetherelay.Beforecornputation,theleftsideof
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the tube conducts. At the start of computation, a negative voltage

ramp is applied to the left grid. -As the voltage of this grid decreases,

the plate voltage increases, and the right grid follows until the right

side of the tube fires, operating the relay. At the same moment, the

left side of the tube cuts off due to the sudden increase in cathode

voltage. After the left grid voltage is returned f,o zero, it is necessary

to momentarily short part of the cathode resistance, by means of the

push-button switch, in order to restore control to the left side of the

tube.

The relay operating tirne can be controlled by adjustment of the

250-k potentiometer and by the magnitude of the ramp input. The

latter was obtained by inverting the voltage ramp which was used as

a sweep for the X-input of the recorder.

The plus and minus 250 volts for this device were obtained from

the cornputer; connections were made from the buses supplying the

d-c amplifiers to two of the EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS jacks on

the computer front panel for this pulpose. A filament transformer

supplied the heaters.

Final Design

At this point, the basic design of the computer setup was fixed,

and all that remained was the determination of the component values.
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The final design is shown in Figure 10.

The reader rnay readily verify that the circuit of Figure t0 will

give a solution to the problem. It will be noted that arnplifier 3

generates a ramp-function for the time base of the recorder, and that

this ramp is inverted by amplifier lt for the input to the relay-control

devic e.

One-percent 'Welwyn precision resistors were used throughout,

with the exception of the Z.L3- and 1.77-Meg resistors, which were

selected from a gToup of ordinary carbon resistors. One-percent

lMestern Electric D 161270 1-uf 200 VDC polystyrene-dielectric

capacitors weïe used (the capacitor in the ramp-function generator

actually being a parallel combination of 0. 5-uf capacitors)'

The number in each amplifier symbol identifies the particular

amplifier used. Each circle enclosing a coefficient represents a

coefficient potentiometer, and the nurnbeï (such as 7A) beside such

a symbol identifies the potentiometer. Alr voltage sources are

indicated; for example, IC i refers to initial condition supply number 1.

III. COMPUTATION

The procedure for preparing the computer for computation and

achieving a solution will be described.
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With the computer connected as in Figure 10, page 45, the power

was turned on. A period of approximately thirty minutes was allowed

for warrn-up, the amplifiers being balanced at intervals so that an

equilibrium condition would be reached. The appropriate coefficient

potentiometers were adjusted, and voltage inputs were set with

reference to a one-percent GR VTVM (Typ" 1800-.A., Ser. No. 2632).

At this point, a sheet of paper on which was plotted the desired

approximation of 0. Z SiN(0. lA) (see Figure B, page 4l) was placed

on the recorder, and several computer connections were altered to

give the circuit shown in Figure 11, page 45. The function-generator

input was varied by rneans of coefficient potentiometer 1Ä., and the

function-generator controls were empirically adjusted until the

desired output was achieved.

With the function generator adjusted, the circuit of Figure 10,

page 45, was re-connected, and a fresh sheet of paper was placed on

the recorder. .A' solution of the problem for a sustained fault was

obtained simply by switching the 'Ar OPERATE (relay) switch to the

ON position (with coefficient potentiometer 13-A. set to zero).

In order to obtain solutions for the required values of fault-

clearance tirne t", rdry runsrwere made with the recorder pen up,

and potentiometer I3-\ was adjusted until the relay device operated

as the pen crossed the appropriate abscissa. Then the pen was
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lowered, and the solution recorded as before.

Of interest is one source of trouble encountered in the computation.

Originally, the Z.I3-Meg resistolwas connected to the input of ampli-

fier 9, with the shorting reLay across it. However, the arnplifier

would not function properly; the output rernained violently positiwe-

The cause was determined to be a leakage resistance of the order of

100 Meg between the relay contacts and the +-z5a-volt supply, which

placed a smal1 spurious voltage on the amplifier input grid. When the

resistor chain was ïeversed as shown in tr'igure 10, page 45, the

effect of the spurious voltage was negligible.

IV. DISCUSSION OF- RESULTS

Two sets of solutions are reproduced in Figures 12 and 13.

Scale factors have been applied, so that 6 is showrr as a functíon of t.

Points are plotted in Fi.gures IZ ar'd I3 showing the accurate

solutions, which are tabulated in Table VII' Appendix. These accurate

solutions were obtained on a Bendix digital computer using a

pïogram prepared by Dr. N. S. lv[endelsohn of the Department

of Mathematics and Astronomy, university of Manitoba. 'lthe

prograrn uses the Runge-Kutta rnethod of differential-equation

solution, and is similar to the progïam described by s. Giir

(Ci 1). The results using this proglarn were essentía¡Ly
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identical to

prepared by

gration (Mi

solutions obtained on

the writer, based on

1, p. L3c)).
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the Bendix comPuter with a Program

Milnets method of nurnerical inte-

Solution AccuracY

The form of the solutions does not lend itself readily to the

definition of a percentage accuracy. criteria such as average or

root-mean-square erïors might prove to be useful; howeTrer' it was

felt that, for the purposes of this thesis, examination of the curves

would suffice.

Firstly, it will be noticed that the two analog solutions are not

id.entical. They were obtained subsequent to separate, independent

adjustments of the cornputer and function generator'

secondly, while agreement is good for the first 0.6 second of

problem time, the analog solutions diverge quite markedly from the

accurate ones beyond that point. Figure 14, page 50' shows a set

of accurate swing curves, including curves for several clearing times

in the neighbourhood of the critical clearing tirne. The sensitivity

of the solution to t. in this region is quite apparent' and the errors

in the analog solutions for t. : 0' 6 are not too surprising' The

errors in the t. : 0.7 solutions and those for the sustained fault

are moïe difficult to exPlain.
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The accurate digital-computer solution gives a critical clearing

l-ima t lratrveen 0.61 and 0.62 second; the FIeath analog computeru!¡¡¡9, "cc,

solutions show, correctly, that t"" lies between 0. 6 and 0. 7 second.

The published GED,{ computer solutions were of the same order of

accuracy as those obtained here. However, they erred in the opposite

dírection, and thus indicated a value of t." between 0.5 and 0.6 second.

Error Sources

Several sources of error in this problem solution are discussed

below"

Recorder Sca1es. Incorporated on the Moseley recorder is an

eccentric-carn adjustment for the purpose of making the vertical

scale perpendicular to the horizontal one. In the case of this particu-

lar unit, however, perpendicularity could not be achieved, the minirnum

eïïor being approximately one-half degree" A plotting accessory

was used with the recorder to plot the accurate solutions in Figures

IZ and 13 (see pages 48 and49), and the effect of the error can be

noticed in the horízontal displacement of points near the top of the

sheet.

Function-Generator .Error. As mentioned previously (see page 40),

errors up to three per-the ideal approximation to the SINE function has
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cent in the region covered by the ten segments. l\s can be seen from

Figure 15, which ís a reproduction of the response of the function

generator, all ten segments were used for the positive-À region.

However, the slopes of the end segments extend to the limits of the

function-generator diode operation, and it can be seen that the approxi-

mation is within three percent for negative values of À down to

about -6 volts.

The main error in the function generator stemmed from the

fact that the 1evel of its output was subject to a noticeable amount of

d.rif t. This may have been partially due to bias-voltage drift and

instability of function-generator díodes and potentiometers; drift in

arnplifiers 5 and 6 is also a possible cause. The fact that the initial

value of A is quite small makes the computer solutíon sensitive to

variation in the level of function-generator output.

Timing Error. Timing of the relay operation simulating fault-

clearance was adjusted rnanually, although use of the circuit of

Figure 9, page 42, permitted a series of adjustrnents to rninimize

the error, and repe¿tability of results. It was estimated that oper-

ation could be adjusted to within 0,1 second of real time, correspond-

ing to 0.01 second of problem time, t. The main disadvantage of

this method. of timing was the tirne consumed in making adjustments,
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wheri. other considerations demanded a minimum cf delay.

Amplifier Linear-Range Utilization. The extent to which a

computer setup utilizes the linear operating ranges of its amplifiers

is of interest; if the utilization is poor, the setup may be re-designed

to give bett,er accuracy. Table r gives the ranges of output voltage

variations for the amplifiers in this setup.

T-A.BLE I

-A.PPROXIM¿.TE RANGES OF é.MPLII'IER OUTPUT
VOLTé'GE VARIATIONS T'OR THE

POWER-SYSTEM PROBLEM

Arnplifier Lower Limit Upper Limit

4

5

6

"7

0

-50

-110

)^

-20

-i0

-40

100

50

100

z0

za

BO

80

B

9

The operating range for amplifier 6 is rather limited, but this

was restricted by function-generator performance. The output of

amplifier 5 exceeds the specified limits of linear operation, but, as
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indicated in Chapter III (see Figure 6, page 24), operation was actually

still in the linear range. Even if it were not, there would be no

cause for concern, since the function generator was empirically

adjusted to give the desired transfer characteristic.

All other amplifiers had reasonable output ranges, with the

exception of amplifíer 7 (the output of which was -PÀ). An increase

of gain at this point in the circuit might have increased the solution

accuracv sornewhat.

V. SUMI"4ARY

The required solutions were achieved. Although there were

several unusual souïces of erïor peculiar io the computer setup' the

solutions exhibited an acceptable degree of accuracy, and the results

weïe more accurate than the published results for the sarne problem

ínvestigated with another, well-known analog computer.



CHA'PTER V

THE Á'UTOMOBILE-SUSPENSION PROBLEM

This problem is based on a sirnilar one solved on a GEDA analog

computer (Ge 1). Korn discusses the problem wíth parameter values

rounded off for sirnplicity (Ko l, pp. 75-80). It is the problem as

stated by Korn which is considered here.

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Figure l6 represents an automobile running over a certain

obstacle (a 15-degree ramp 35 inches in height) at a given speed

(t5 rnph), resulting in front and rear axle displacements of xr(t) and

xr(t), respectively. It is required to determine the vertical displace-

ment, x, of the centre of gravity, and the pitch angle, ø, as functions

of time.

Svrnbols and Numerical Values

The following is a glossary of symbols encountered in the

problem (see also Figure 16), with numerical values where appro-

p riate.
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X

I
P

xl

vertical displacement of centre of gravity in inches ;

pitch angle in radians ;

vertical displacement of front axle in inches ;

vertical displacement of rear axle in inches ;

mass of automobile = l0 lb """2 irr-l ;

radius of gyration in pitch = 50 inches ;

stiffness constant of one front spring = IZ0lb in-I ;

stiffness constant of one rear spring = 100 lb in-1 ;

mornent arm of front spring and shock absorber about

the centre of gravity = 50 inches i

moment arm of rear spríng and shock absorber about

the centre of gravity = 60 inches t

wheelbase = 110 inches ;

forward speed of autornobiLe = 15 mph = 264 it s..-1

extension frorn equitibrium of front spring and shock

absorber in inches ;

extension from equilibrium of rear spring and shock

absorber in inches ;

I'I
I force exerted front shock absorber

'!a"z

m

k

^l
'l-nz

It1

t-'z

Y7 =

VrJL

by one

I ::;
PYt

pv,

>0

<0
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L) shock absorber

pv-> 0*'¿
t

Dv ¿0

mornent that the front wheels

and

d
-;'ioï

Machine variables (computer voltages) analogous to problem

variables are denoted by the corresponding capital letter. Real tirne

(the computer independent variable) is denoted by'i', and P = 
+O.

As sumpiions

Several assumptions were made in order to simplify the

analysis. These are:

1. Each pair of wheels moves in unison, so that pairs of springs

and shock absorbers act in paral1el, and the effective

stiffness or damping coefficient is double that of a single

spring or shock absorber.

Wheel rotation may be ignored.

Each axle remains a fixed distance above the road surface

vertically below it.

The forward speed of the automobile is constant.

The pitch angle, f , is always small enough that the

force exerted by one rear

( -rzPuz '
={ (_ 3pyz,

time in seconds from the

encounter the obstacle ;

p

z.

3.

A

6
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appïoximation sin/ *ó ¡s valid.

Mathem atic al Relations

The displacernents

horizontal datum lines.

datum for the pitch angle

x, *1, and xt are specified with respect to

For convenience, these datum lines and the

d will be chosen so that

*(0)

Then, by assumption (5),

expressed as

and

zmpx--T-
.2 7 t

. TT[R"Þ- øand
?

x2(o) ó(0) o . (27)

above, the displacements y., and y, may be

-xl

- x.2

rt(nv1) ¡ tr(w7)

+ lrf1(nv1¡ - t.f .(w r)

-ktyt - k¿V, +

-krI1y1 + kZLZy 
Z

-Z4yt-Z)yr+0.

-0. 4By, + 0.48y,

t1
I

vz

x+Lyó

x -Lró

(2 8)

(ze)

The equations describing c. g. motion and pitching motion are

( 30)

(31 )

Substitution of the numerical values giwen on page 59 yields the

system equations

pz*
).

p"ø

zfr(w1) + o. zf ,(ev 2)
(32)

+ 0.004f1(nvr) - o. oo48f 

^(w.) 
.

(33)

and
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f 70. B ixl = 
1ru.o

( r5)

lo , 0

Iand *z = 
lzo.s(t-0.417), 

0.417<t

(¡s.o , t > o.gn

I 70.8
Pxr to

[0
t

p.*z = {zo.a
to

For these system equations, the driving functions are px, and

px'. It may be deriwed from 1, v, and the dimensions of the

obstacle that

0 < t < 0.495
(34)

r > 0.495

and therefore

0 (t< 0.495
(36)

t > 0.495

0<t<0.417

, 0.417< t < 0.gIz (37)

t > 0.9r2

II. DESIGN OF THE COMPUTER SETUP

Scale Factors

It was decided to investigate five seconds of problem tirne, using

a computing time of ten seconds; this defined the time-scale factor.
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From the problem statement it is seen that x, and x, vary from zero

to thirty-five inches, and common sense indicates that x and. f will not

exceed fifty inches and one radian, respectively. Maximum shock-

absorber forces were estimated, thus completing the information

necessary for the choice of scale f actors. The following transfor-

mation ecuations 'were chosen.

X

6

Xi

nz

Yt

Yz

F'-1
I-\'z
T

X

Looó

x1

X

0. o 1iÞ

X,
I

nz

\¡-z

zOF,
I

zjF z

0.5 t

=

- tt

=

xz

yl

tz

t-^l

0 5f-
L

zt

*z

\rlj
.L

\r,z

lr
1

r-z

L

As a result of equation (46),

P n Ã- zP (47)

Machine .Equations

Substitution of transformation equations into the system equations

yields the machine equations

ø

xl

( 3B)

( 3e)

(40)

(41\

(4Z-)

(4"\

(44)

(45)

(46)

p



pZx

ezE

-6Yt - 5YZ +

-LZY, + IZYZ

rr(zevr) +

+ zFl(zpyt)

PYr>o

PYr(0

PYz ) 0

PYz < 0

0.990

0 < T<0.834

0.834 <'T < r.BZ

T > t.ez

( 50)

(5 r)

o. sÉ

0. 6!Þ

rr(zPYr)

Y .(ZPY r)

where, of course,

PYI = PX + 0. 5PiÞ

and ,", = PX - O. 6PS

PXr

and PXz

0

35. 4

0

^l ,

xz'
Yl = X +

Yz

{.,ïl
t.,,ï:

and (52)

|.)J/

(54)

(55)

(5 6)

(5 /l

The driving functions, PX., and PX2, are given by

- P*,

- PXz

0 <,t.

T>
= 

{', 

-,

(
=1

l.



Computer Layout

Application of the design technique described oTr. pages ll and

leads 1ogically to the block diagram of tr'igure 17. The variables

necessaïv for computation of PZX and PZO ."" assumed available

and applled to the inputs of summing integrators, yielding -PX and

-PO, which in turn are integrated, yielding X and õ. The driving

functions, PX, and PX2, are formed in an as yet unspecified manner'

thus making available all variables necessary for the generation of

the input-variables for the summing integrators. Sign-inverting

amplifiers will be necessary where the sign of an available variable

is opposite to that requlred.

It can be seen that a block diagram such as that shown in

Figure 1? makes a substantial contribution to ease of problem visual-

ízatíon.

Fígure IB, page 67, is a detailed diagram of the final computer

setup, and Figure I], page 68, shows a photograph of the computer

ready for computation. In Figure 18, the numbers in the operational

arnplifier symbols identify the amplifiers; circles enclosing coeffi-

cients denote coefficient potentiorneters, whích are also identified.

Each initial condition voltage supply is labeled. Resistance values

are given in rnegohms, unless otherwise specified, and capacitance

values are given in microfarads'

o)

LZ
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-Y,

-Y2

Fl

F2

-Y,

Y¿

Fr

-F¿

X

_PX

Þ

-PX

-PÞ
Px,

-Px

PiÞ

_ pX¿

6

5

I

I

I

tz

tz

2

2.+

I

FUNCTION

6ENERATOR

FIGURE I7. PROPOsEO COMPUTER SETUP FOR SOLUTION
AUToMOBILE - SUSPE¡*tSloN PRoBLEM .

OF THE
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-PX

X
OR
ð

-PO

-PX

-Põ

PX,

-Y¿

PXr

31.7 t v

lc5

FTGURE t8. COMPUTER CIRCUIT FOR SOLUTION OF Tt-lE AUTOMOBILE -
SUSPENSION PROBLËM.



FIGURE I9. THE COMPUTER FREPARED FOR COfuIPUTATION.
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AII resistors (wiih the exception of the two 500-ohm resistors)

are one-peïcent'W'elwyns which were calibrated to four figures on a

\Mheatstone bridge. The feedback capacitor for amplifier 4 is a one-

percent Western Etectric D 161270 I-uf 200 VDC polystyrene-dielectric

capacitor; all others are l0-percent 400 VDC My1ar-díelectric

Sprague "Black Beauty's"which were calibrated at I kc on a S-Chering

bridge.

Arnplífiers I and 3 generate -PX and -P(Þ , respectively (ampli-

fíey Z being required for sign-inversion). Amplifier 4 integrates

either -PX or -Pi[ depending on whether a solution for X or for i[ is

desired. This economy was necessary to reduce to fifteen the

number of amplifiers required.

The variable PYr appears at the output of amplifier 5. By means

of the díode arrangement, the sign of PY, deterrnines to which input

of am1:lifîer 7 it fs applied, and, since the two ínputs have different

gain constantd,: geneïation of the non-linear function Ft is achieVed.

PY, is also applied to amplifier 6, which integrates it, yielding -Yr.

The generation of.F2 and -Y2 is simi-lar to that of F, and -Y1,

with the exception that a sign-inverting arnplifier is required.

Generation of the rectangular voltage pulse PX1 is accornplíshed

as follows. Amplifier IZ i-ntegrates the applied constant voltage,

producing a negative-ramp output. This ramp is limited at -37.4 volts,
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however, by the biased diode shunting the feedback capacitor.

Arnplifier L3 differentiates the lirnited ramp, producing the desired

pulse PXt.

The 500-ohrn resistor in series with the differentiator capacitor

was includ.ed to ensuïe stability, since with no resistor, the differ-

entiator oscillated" Resistance values as low as Z5 ohms 'were tried

without encountering oscillations, but the value of 500 ohrns was

chosen to allow a safety margin. The pulse rise-tirne created by

the 500 ohrns is less than 0.5 millisecond, which is negligible in

this application.

ThedelayedrectangularpulsePX2wasgeneratedinthesarne

manneï as was PXl; the delay was achieved by placing a positive

initial condition on the negative-ramp generator and inserting a diode

to provide isolation f rom the diff erentiator until the rarnp passes

through zero. Because of this diode, it was necessary to provide

a relay to short the differentiating capacitor when the computer is

in the rresetr condition.

For convenience in rnost applications, the eight diodes in the

Heath cornputer are connected in pairs, plate-to-cathode. For this

setup, it was necessary to disconnect one patr, and the extra

connection (ttre plate of one d.iode) was rnade to one of the EXTERN;1L

CONNECTIONS jacks on the front panel'
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The output device (not shown in Figure 1B) was a Moseley

Autograf X-Y Recorder. The recorderrs internal time-sweep

was utilized to give a full-sca1e sweep time of l5 seconds (correspond-

ing to 7.5 seconds of problem time).

IiI. COMPUTATION

The procedure followed in obtaining a solution is detailed

b elow.

-rA.fter the computer was turned on, a thirty-minute v/arm-r-lp

period was allowed, the arnplifiers being balanced occasionally so

that a condition of equilibrium would be reached. All coefficient

potentiometers were adjusted; those not used for setting coefficients

were:adjusted to the maxirnum setting since, for conyenience, some

of the spare potentiometer jacks were made use of in making

computer connections, and low coefficient settings would increase

loading effects.

After a final balancing of the amplifiers, the initial condition

voltages used in the generation of PX1 and PX2 were adjusted with

reference to a one-percent GR VTVM. These voltages were

calculated on the basis of ideal diode operation, and, to check the

output functions, PX, and P){Z, com'cuter runs were,made with the

outputs of amplifiers l3 and 15, respectiveLy, connected to the
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Y-input of the recorder. The resulting curves were compared with

the desired functions, which were plotted on the paper on the recorder.

The recorder pen could not folLow the rectangular pulses, of course,

but it vr'as possible to observe the times at which the pulses began and

ended, and the pulse heights.

The generated functions PX, and PX, were found to be somewhat

inaccurate, so fine adjustments of the INITIAL CONDITION voltages

were made empirically until the pulse

/ñ(Reference to Figure 1B shows that IC

and duration, respectively, of the PX1

IC 6 control the height, starting tirne,

tively, of the PX, pulse).

Cimensions were acceptable.

I and IC Z control the height

pulse, while IC 4, IC 5, and

and termination time, respec-

é't this point, the computer was ready for computation" The

output of amplifier 4 was connected to the recorder Y-input and the

output of amplifier l was connected to the input-resistor of amplifíer 4

(thus providing a solution for X). Vfith the'B' OPERATE switch in

the ON posítíon and the recorder DN-UP-REMOTE switch in the

REMOTE position, computation was initiated by simultaneously

moving the recorder RESET-ST switch to ST and the rÁ't OPER.A.TE

switch to ON. To halt the cornputation after fifteen secondg the

latter two switches were selected to RESET and O-u-tr', respectively.

The solution for þ was obtained following the same procedure,
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but with amplifier 3 supplying the input for amplj,f.ier 4.

IV. REVISION OT' THE COMPTJTER SETUP

It was felt that the driving functions PX, and. pX, could. not be

adjusted with sufficient accuracy in the previously-d-escribed

arrangernent; furthermore, the most significant portion of the

solution was found in the first three seconds of problem time. There-

fore, it was decided to re-design the computer setup for a slower

time scaLe.

Revis ed Ma.them atical Relations

The only change made in the trarrsformation equations given on

page 63 was in the time-scale transformation, which was revised to

T = 4t ; t = 0"25-(

with the result that

(5 B)

P=0.25p;p=4P

The new machine equations become

(5e)

^? --P"X = -I.5Yr - 1.Z5yz + 0.25F1(4py1) + 0-z5FzØpy ), (ó0)

ezf$. = -3yt + 3y.- + 0. sFr(4pyi) - 0. 6F z( ry z), (61)
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xzt

X r 0.5O

x - 0.6in

v'1

'z
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(62)

(6 3)

Ft(4PYl) =

and

F zØPY z) =

'where, of course,

( - i. sev,

l-,. ,"',

r, 
4Py 

z

[ -0. 6rv,

o. sp6

0. 6P iÞ

PYI t 0

PYt < 0

'"2'o
PYZ.0

PXt

PXz

(64)

The driving functions, PX, and PX¿, become

PY- -l

PY- -z

PXt

PXz

and

and

PX

PX

(o5/

(6 6)

(67)

(68)

(6e)

{"(o

(o
{ tt.
I
\o

7

7

0 < T< I.9B

T , t.9g

0 < t< L.67

1.67 < a<3.65

-î > 3.65

Revised Computer Setup

In

majority

unity as

the original setup, cornponents were chosen so that the

of coefficient potentíometer;',settings would be as close to

practicable. The same could have been done in the case
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of the revised setup; however, in the interests of econorny of set-up

time, it was decided to utilize the existing arrangement as rnuch as

possible. The revision was accomplished, as follows (refer to

-H lgure 1ö/:

1. The feedback resistors for amplifiers 7 and ll were replaced

with Z. 7-Meg and 3. 3-Meg resistors' respectively.

z. coefficient potentiometer settings were altered in accord-

ance with Table II;.

3. Initial condition voltages

Table III.

were altered in accord"tr..Ïth

TABLE II

COEFT'ICIENT POTENTIOMETER SETTINGS FOR
THE REVISED COMPUTER SETUP

Potentiom ete r C o effici ent Potentiom eter Co eff icient

1A.

1B
ZA
ZB
J-á\

3B

4B

0. i93
0. 116
0.745
0" 600
0. zI5
0.zzg
0. z3z
0"232

5,A'

6A
7A
7B
qR

r0]\
114
118

0. z4g
0.934
0.444
0.667
0.600
ñ q47

0.600
0.542

Solutions weïe obtained in the same manner that they were for
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the original setup.

Té.BLE III

INITIAL CONDITION VOLTAGES FOR THE
R.EVISED COMPUTER SETUP

Initial
C ondition
SuppIy

Voltage

I
z
3

4
5

6

17. 5
37.4

r8. 7

5(.O
31. 7

V. DISCUSSION OT' RESULTS

Figure 20 shows a solution obtained from the original computer

setup; I-igures ZI arrd ZZ s1now solutions obtained from the revised

setup subsequent to independent adjustments of the computer. In

Figure 21, the solution was actually recorded three times with twenty-

minute intervals between computations, and no adjustments were made

to the computer af.ter the initial ones. The purpose of this was to

obtain an indication of the stabilitv of the setup.

It will be noted that the appropriate scale factors have been

applied so that the solutions are given in terms of problem variables.
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This resulted in rather poor time scales in Figures zI and. zz, w]ntc]n

brings out another consideration involved in the choice of the time-

scale factor.

f'or comparison purposes, the accurate solution is includ.ed in

each of the three figures.

Obtaining the é.ccurate Solution

The writer first attempted to obtain the accurate solution bv

means of Laplace transforms. In the region 0 < t < 0.zosro, the

solution was found to be

x = 38.586t

+ 7. 6Bt3 e-0 ' 90 380 t"ir, 
( 6. 6824 t, + 2.7144) (20)

- 3. 3691 .-I'jzgzt 
"irl (t.otzst + I "gozg),

ó = o. 643ILt

þ 0. 0 6842 e-0 ' 90380 tsin (6. 6BZ4t + 1. 0333) (Zt)

- 0. I38IZ e-1'0zgz t "in (z.otzsr + 0 "43937) .

However, at L = 0.20510, y{ changes sign and new shock-absorber

parameters become applicable, and the computation must be started.

again with new initial conditions. This procedure was found. to be

very time-consuming, and was subject to human erroï, as was

conJirmed by the writeï orì. several occasions.
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'when the solution had been obtained for the region 0 < t < 0.4I,

the Laplace transform method was abandoned in favour of nurnerical

methods of solution. ,4n attempt by the writer to apply Milnets method

(see page 51) using the Bendix digital cornputer was unsuccessful.

The solution was ultirnately obtained on the Bendix computer using

the program prepared by Dr. Mendelsohn (s ee page 47). Each time

yl or yl changed sign, the critical vaLue of t was located to five
'I ¿

significant figures and the computation was re-started" This

solution, which was obtained for the region 0 < t < Z, was in

excellent agïeerr.ent with the Laplace transform solution where the

Iatter was available. The accurate solution for the autornobile-

suspension problem is given in Table VIII' -{ppendix'

Solution Accuracv

The solution for x from the original computer setup (see

Figure 20, page ?7) exhibits quite good accLLTacy, whereas the

accuracy of the solution f.or / is rather poor. The first rnaximum

of. / ís in error by approximately 23 percenl, and the general

frequency of oscillation (although it changes with the signs "f yi

and ytr) is in error bY 10 Percent-

The solutions shown in Figure ZL, page 78, (obtained from

the revised. computer setup), exhibit rnuch better accuracy, the
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gïeatest error once again appearing rn ó, for which the first maximum

is in error by approximately 7 percent. The agreement of the three

sets of solutions recorded during a forty-minute period indicates a

high degree of cornputer stability.

The accuracy of the solution shown in Figure ZZ, page 7), is

excellent. (This solution, also, was obtained on the revised

computer setup).

Error Sources

These computer setups were influenced, of course, by the

usual error sources common to all analog computers. Q¡¡s rniohf

well expect significant errors to appear in this particular problem

because of its relative complexity; both setups used all fifteen

available amplifiers, sixteen coeff icient potentiometers, seven

diodes, and five voltage supplies.

,\lso present were errors peculiar to these computer setups,

such as the time error in the quasi-simultaneous manual operation

of two switches, and the non-perpendicularityrof the recorder axes

mentioned on page 52.

It was apparent, that a very significant source of error was ln

the adjustment of the circuits generating PXt and PXr" In the

original setup, these pulses were of such short duration that difficulty
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was encountered in making the adjustments. lMith the revised setup,

not only were the adjustments easier to perform, but also percentage

errors due to discrepancies in the driwing functions 'were decreased.

\Mhile the revision of the time-scale factor eased the problem

of adjusting PX, and PX' it also affected accuracy in other ways.

Because the original cofirponents were used where possible, rather

Iow coefficient potentiometer settings resulted. Thus, relatively

small voltages were applied to operational amplifier input resistors,

and larger percentage errors due to stray voltages must be expected.

In addition, doubling the computing tirne recÌuces voltages repre-

senting first derivatives by a factor of two, and reduces those

Tepresenting second derivatives by a factor of four. A's a result,

amplifier linear-range utilization is decreased, and percentage

errors due to stray voltages are increased"

Table IV shows the ranses of variation of all fifteen am,rlifier

outputs during computation with the rewised computer setup. It is

evident that the design could be substantially irnproved.
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T.A.BLE IV

¿'PPROXIMj\TE RANGES O.E' j.MPLIFIER OUTPUT
VOLTÄGE VARIATIONS FOR THE

I,UT OMOB IL.E -S USPENSION
PROBLEM

Amplifier Lower Limit Upper Limit

I

2

4

5

6

.7
a

I

9

10

11

TZ

13

L4

15

-17

-25

-26

0

-18

-LZ

-40

-36

-18

-10

-45

-37

0

-37

0

3

45

36

JO

30

B

z0

z6

z0

IO

15

0

1B

3i

1B
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VI. SUMMARY

The automobile-suspension problem was representative of the

¡¡1ore complex problems one would expect to solve cn the Heath computer;

in spite of simplifying assumptions in determining the problem equa-

tions, aII available amplifiers had to be used.

The solution accuïacy was seen to be of an order which would

be useful in rr.aîy applications. The demonstrated degree of computer

stability and the degree of solution repeatability after independent

computer adjustments suggest that the greatest limitation to accuracy

in this problem was the difficulty in generating accurate driving

functions, ïather than basic cornputer perf orrnance.

Although no atternpt was made to investigate solutions over

ïanges of parameter values, it can be seen that the cornputer setups

were reasonably flexible in this respect. Variation of automobile

speed corresponds to adjustment of the five voltage supplies' Shock-

absorber constants and spring constants could be varied by the

adjustment of one or' two coefficent potentiorneters' respectively.

Of .course, some preliminary calculations would be necessary for

such a survey of solutions.
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CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding chapters, the fundamentals of electronic

analog computation were introduced, a particular analog computer

was described, and solutions to two illustrative problems were

obtained.

It was seen that the Heath comÌruter can be very useful in

providing moderately accurate solutions to a variety of problems.

It is also clear that the add.ition of more refined auxiliary equipment

such as timing devices, force-function generators, and a calibra-

ting device for use with an oscilloscope would substantially increase

the flexibility of the computer.
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Té.BLE

CzuTICAL FREQUENCIES FOR OUTPUT DISTORTION
IN Á. HEÁ'TH ANÄLOG COMPUTER

UNITY INV.ERTER

Tnnrrt

Magnitude
volts rms

C ritical
f-requency

kc

ñ7

0.5
I
z
3

5
.7
I

10
z0
30
35
40
50
60
IV

115
66
45
30
r6.5
B. I
Ãt
<4

1. br
1.08
0"92
0.73
0.55
0.43
0. 38

NOTE: The above data, which are typical of five
unity inverters investigated, apply to amplifier 3 with
100-k input and feedback resistors. For any given
sinusoidal input, the output wavef orm distorted severely
when the frequency was increased to the critical walue
(see page Z1).
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TABLE VI

DECAY Or. VOLTAGES ON CHARGED C-A.PACITORS

Elaps ed
Time

seconds

Residual Voltage
volts

czc1 c3

U

360
420
480
600
780

4, 260
4,320
6, 9oo
6,960

14,400
25r,400
276, zo0
340,300

80. 0

23. O

r6" 0

11.5

80. 0

tg. o

7g. o

(ó. L

t+. v
74.0
72.5

80" 0

80. 0

-

80. 0

so. o

80" 0

77"0
77"0
76.0

c1
cz
c3

NOTE: See pages 3I-32 for details of this test.
The capacitor specifications are:

Cornell Dubilier PJ4WI 1.0-uf 400 VDC paper-dielectric
Sprague 4TM-M1 1. 0-uf 400 VDC My1ar-dielectric
western Electric DL6IZ70 L.00-uf z0Û vDC polystyrene-dielectric
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Tj\BLE VII

ACCURATE SOLUTION TO THE PCIMER-SYSTEM
STABILITY PROBLEM

t

sec

6
electrical radians

tc=5 t.=6+ -)"c--
L-ntc-=

sustained
fault

0

0.05
0. 10

0. 15

0. z0
ñ2F'
0" 30
n ?Ã

0"40
î4F'
0" 50
0. 55
0. 60
u. of
0. 70
0.75
0. B0

0. 85
0. 90
0. 95
r. 00

0" 3153
0.3584
0. 48 13
0.6664
0. BBg4
r.047
i. 040
0"8673
^ -/ /^u.500ö
0. zr70

-0 .0728
-0. z048
-0.1339

0 " 1156
0 " 4590
0.7852
1.003
1. 063
0.9548
0. 6989
0.3567

0.3I53
0.3584
ñ 4e1?.

0.6664
0.8894
L. TZ5
1 ?q4

t " )oft
r.752
L"BZ5
r. 692
L. 347
0. B0 19
0.1505

-0.4r73
-0.7147
-0.6526
-0. z4B5
0.3714
1" 004
I. 487

0.3153
0.3584
0.4813
o " 6664
0. B8g4
1 1?^

r. 354
r. 564
r. 752
I qtq
z" 473
z" 140
z.045
r. 772
1 ?O)

0.6219
-0. r06g
-u" bo /J.

-0. 8BZ9
-0 " 697z
-0. i5B7

0" 3r53
0.3584
0.4813
0 " 6664
0.8894
1 1?q

I. 354
L. 5õ+
L"752
1 Clq
z" 073
z. zz3
2.383
2.508
2.558
2.550
2.486
2.339
2.074
l. b5ö
0.995

0. 315 3

0 " 3584
0 . 4813
0.6664
0 . BB94
1 174
r. 354
1.30+
1 "7R?
'I OIO

2 n7?

z. zz3
z .383
2.577
Z" 8IO
3"TT4
3. 548
4. 262
E /1 1)

6. 927
8.405

0.3r53
0.3584
0" 48i3
0.6664
0" B894
L. IZ5
I. 354
r. 564
r"752
r qtq
z" 073
) ?7?

2.383
2.57 r
Z. B1O

3" 135
3.598
4.269
4 7.14
A A?A

7"749
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TAB L E VIII

j'CCURATE SOLUTION TO THE AUTOMOBILE
SUSPENSION PROBLEM

L

s econds
x

inches
p

radians

0

0. 10

0. z0
0. 30
0.40
0" 50
oÃa
0. 60
0. 70

0" 80
0" 90
I. 00
1. 10

r. z0
1. 30

L. +U
1 49,

I. 50
r. 53
i. 60
1. 70

1. 80
1. 90
z" 00

0

0.64r8
3.135

13.31
19"54
24.5r
25" 66
30"62
33.92
35. B3
36.54'i'
36" 04
35. L5
34. 16
33" 4r
33. IB{.
33. 19
33. 26
J5. Ol
34. 27
34" 7g
J?" UO

35. 13

0

0 .0 7266
0"06044
o. r4zr
0 " 2399
0.3274
0 " 354L¿,
0.3514
0 " 2860
0. 1622
0.0zzr4

-0. 0 7630

-0. 11644,

-0"08806
-0 " 02557

0 .03527
0 "c6379
0.06713
o . o 69z3tt
0 .0 6z38
0"03569
0.00607

-0 " 0 i400
-0.02055'k

Yr These values are
rninima located to within

relative maxima or
0" 005 second.
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